In recent years, the supervised learning strategy for real noisy image denoising has been emerging and has achieved promising results. In contrast, realistic noise removal for raw noisy videos is rarely studied due to the lack of noisyclean pairs for dynamic scenes. Clean video frames for dynamic scenes cannot be captured with a long-exposure shutter or averaging multi-shots as was done for static images. In this paper, we solve this problem by creating motions for controllable objects, such as toys, and capturing each static moment for multiple times to generate clean video frames. In this way, we construct a dataset with 55 groups of noisy-clean videos with ISO values ranging from 1600 to 25600. To our knowledge, this is the first dynamic video dataset with noisy-clean pairs. Correspondingly, we propose a raw video denoising network (RViDeNet) by exploring the temporal, spatial, and channel correlations of video frames. Since the raw video has Bayer patterns, we pack it into four sub-sequences, i.e RGBG sequences, which are denoised by the proposed RViDeNet separately and finally fused into a clean video. In addition, our network not only outputs a raw denoising result, but also the sRGB result by going through an image signal processing (ISP) module, which enables users to generate the sRGB result with their favourite ISPs. Experimental results demonstrate that our method outperforms state-of-the-art video and raw image denoising algorithms on both indoor and outdoor videos.
Introduction
Capturing videos under low-light conditions with high ISO settings would inevitably introduce much noise [8] , which dramatically deteriorates the visual quality and affects the followed analysis of these videos. Therefore, video denoising is essential in improving the quality of low-light videos.
However, due to the non-linear image signal processing (ISP), such as demosaicing, white balancing and color correction, the noise in the sRGB domain is more complex than Gaussian noise [28] . Therefore, Gaussian noise removal methods cannot be directly used for realistic noise removal [39, 41, 40] . On the other hand, convolutional neural networks (CNNs) enable us to learn the complex mapping between the noisy image and the clean image. Therefore, many CNN based realistic noise removal methods have emerged in recent years [4, 19, 45] . These methods usually first build noisy-clean image pairs, in which the noisy image is captured with short exposure under high ISO mode and the clean image is the average of multiple noisy images of the same scene. Then, they design sophisticated networks to learn the mapping between the noisy image and clean image. Since this kind of image pairs are tedious to prepare, some methods propose to utilize both synthesized and real data to train the network [19, 9] .
In contrast, the noise statistics in the raw domain, i.e. the direct readings from the image sensor, are simpler than these in the sRGB domain. In addition, the raw data contains the most original information since it was not affected by the following ISP. Therefore, directly performing denoising on the raw data is appealing. Correspondingly, there are many datasets built for raw image denoising by capturing the short-exposure raw noisy images and the long-exposure clean raw images [1, 29, 3, 7] . However, there is still no dataset built for noisy and clean videos in the raw format since we cannot record the dynamic scenes without blurring using the long-exposure mode or averaging multiple shots of the moment. Therefore, many methods are proposed for raw image denoising, but raw video denoising is lagging behind. Very recently, Chen et al. [8] proposed to perform raw video denoising by capturing a dataset with static noisy and clean image sequences, and directly map the raw input to the sRGB output by simultaneously learning the noise removal and ISP. Nevertheless, utilizing static sequences to train the video enhancement network does not take advantage of the temporal correlations between neighboring frames and it relies on the well developed video de-noising scheme VBM4D [24] to remove noise.
Based on the above observations, we propose to conduct video denoising in the raw domain and correspondingly construct a dataset with noisy-clean frames for dynamic scenes. There are mainly three contributions in this work.
First, we construct a benchmark dataset for supervised raw video denoising. In order to capture the moment for multiple times, we manually create movements for objects. For each moment, the noisy frame is captured under a high ISO mode, and the corresponding clean frame is obtained via averaging multiple noisy frames. In this way, we capture 55 groups of dynamic noisy-clean videos with ISO values ranging from 1600 to 25600. This dataset not only enables us to take advantage of the temporal correlations in denoising, but also enables the quantitative evaluation for real noisy videos.
Second, we propose an efficient raw video denoising network (RViDeNet) via exploring non-local spatial, channel, and temporal correlations. Since the noisy input is characterized by Bayer patterns, we split it into four separated sequences, i.e. RGBG sequences, and they go through the pre-denoising, alignment, non-local attention, and temporal fusion modules separately, and then reconstruct the noisefree version by spatial fusion.
Third, our network not only outputs the raw denoising result, but also the RGB result by going through an ISP module. In this way, our method enables users to adaptively generate the sRGB results with the ISP they prefer. Experimental results demonstrate that our method outperforms state-of-the-art video denoising and raw image denoising algorithms in both raw and sRGB domains on captured indoor and outdoor videos.
Related Work
In this section, we give a brief review of related work on video denoising, image and video processing with raw data, and noisy image and video datasets.
Video Denoising
In the literature, most video denoising methods are designed for Gaussian noise removal [24, 21, 6] . Among them, VBM4D is the benchmark denoising method [24] . Recently, deep learning based video denoising methods are emerging. Chen et al. [10] first proposed to apply recurrent neural network on video denoising in the sRGB domain. However, the performance is under the benchmark denoising method VBM4D. Hereafter, Xue et al. [43] proposed a task-oriented flow (ToF) to align frames via CNN and then performed the following denoising task. The recently proposed ViDeNN [11] performs spatial denoising and temporal denoising sequentially and achieves better results than VBM4D. Tassano et al. proposed DVDNet [33] and its fast version, called FastDVDnet [34] without explicit motion estimation, to deal with Gaussian noise removal with low computing complexity.
However, these methods are usually designed for Gaussian or synthesized noise removal, without considering the complex real noise produced in low-light capturing conditions. To our knowledge, only the work in [8] deals with realistic noise removal for videos. However, their training database contains only static sequences, which is inefficient in exploring temporal correlations of dynamic sequences. In this work, we construct a dynamic noisy video dataset, and correspondingly propose a RViDeNet to fully take advantage of the spatial, channel, and temporal correlations.
Image and Video Processing with Raw Data
Since visual information goes through the complex ISP to generate the final sRGB image, images in the raw domain contain the most visual information and the noise is simpler than that in the sRGB domain. Therefore, many works are proposed to process images processing in the raw domain.
With several constructed raw image denoising datasets [3, 1, 29, 7] , raw image denoising methods have attracted much attention [17, 7] . Besides these datasets, Brooks et al. [5] proposed an effective method to unprocess sRGB images back to the raw images, and achieved promising denoising performance on the DND dataset. The winner of NTIRE 2019 Real Image Denoising Challenge proposed a Bayer preserving augmentation method for raw image denoising, and achieved state-of-the-art denoising results [23] . Besides denoising, the raw sensor data has also been used in other image restoration tasks, such as image super-resolution [42, 46] , joint restoration and enhancement [30, 32, 22] . These works also demonstrate that directly processing the raw images can generate more appealing results than processing the sRGB images.
However, videos are rarely processed in the raw domain. Very recently, Chen et al. [8] proposed to perform video denoising by mapping raw frames to the sRGB ones with static frames as training data. Different from it, we propose to train a RViDeNet by mapping the raw data to both raw and sRGB outputs, which can generate flexible results for different users.
Noisy Image and Video Datasets
Since the training data is essential for realistic noise removal, many works focus on noisy-clean image pairs construction. There are two strategies to generate clean images. One approach is generating the noise-free image by averaging multiple frames for one static scene and all the images are captured by a stationary camera with fixed settings [28, 45, 38, 1] . In this way, the clean image has similar brightness with the noisy ones. The noisy images in [28, 45, 38] are saved in sRGB format. Another strategy is capturing a static scene under low/high ISO setting and use the low ISO image as the ground truth of the noisy high ISO image, such as the RENOIR dataset [3] , the DND dataset [29] , and SID dataset [7] . The images in RENOIR, DND, SIDD [1] , and SID are all captured in raw format, and the sRGB images are synthesized according to some image ISP modules. Recently, the work in [8] constructed a noisyclean datasets for static scenes, where a clean frame corresponds to multiple noisy frames.
To our knowledge, there is still no noisy-clean video datasets since it is impossible to capture the dynamic scenes with long-exposure or multiple shots without introducing blurring artifacts. In this work, we solve this problem by manually create motions for objects. In this way, we can capture each motion for multiple times and produce the clean frame by averaging these shots.
Raw Video Dataset

Captured Raw Video Dataset
Since there is no realistic noisy-clean video dataset, we collected a raw video denoising dataset to facilitate related research. We utilized a surveillance camera with the sensor IMX385, which is able to continuously capture 20 raw frames per second. The resolution for the Bayer image is 1920 × 1080.
The biggest challenge is how to simultaneously capture noisy videos and the corresponding clean ones for dynamic scenes. Capturing clean dynamic videos using low ISO and high exposure time will cause motion blur. To solve this problem, we propose to capture controllable objects, such as toys, and manually make motions for them. For each motion, we continuously captured M noisy frames. The averaging of the M frames is the ground truth (GT) noise-free frame. We do not utilize long exposure to capture the GT noise free frame since it will make the GT frame and noisy frames have different brightness. Then, we moved the object and kept it still again to capture the next noisy-clean paired frame. Finally, we grouped all the single frames together according to their temporal order to generate the noisy video and its corresponding clean video. We totally captured 11 different indoor scenes under 5 different ISO levels ranging from 1600 to 25600. Different ISO settings is used to capture different level noise. For each video, we captured seven frames. Fig. 1 presents the second, third, and forth frames of an captured video under ISO 25600. It can be observed that this video records the crawling motion of the doll.
Our camera is fixed to a tripod when capturing the continuous M frames and therefore the captured frames are well aligned. Since higher ISO will introduce more noise, we captured 500 frames for the averaging when ISO is 25600. We note that there is still slight noise after aver-aging noisy frames, and we further applied BM3D [12] to the averaged frame to get a totally clean ground truth. The detailed information for our captured noisy-clean dataset is listed in the supplementary material. These captured noisyclean videos not only enable supervised training but also enable quantitative evaluation.
Since it is difficult to control outdoor objects, the above noisy-clean video capturing approach is only applied to indoor scenes. The captured 11 indoor scenes are split into training and validation set (6 scenes), and testing set (5 scenes). We used the training set to finetune our model which has been pretrained on synthetic raw video dataset (detailed in the following section) and used the testing set to test our model. We also captured another 50 outdoor dynamic videos under different ISO levels to further test our trained model. Figure 1 . Sample frames of the captured noisy-clean video under ISO 25600. From left to right, they are respectively the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th frames in the video. From top to down, each row lists the raw noisy video, raw clean video, sRGB noisy video, and sRGB clean video, respectively. The color videos are generated from raw video using our pre-trained ISP module.
Synthesized Raw Video Dataset
Since it is difficult to capture videos for various moving objects, we further propose to synthesize noisy videos as supplementary training data. We choose four videos from MOTChallenge dataset [25] , which contains scene motion, camera motion, or both. These videos are sRGB videos and each video has several hundreds of frames. We first utilize the image unprocessing method proposed in [5] to convert these sRGB videos to raw videos, which serve as the ground truth clean videos. Then, we add noise to create the corresponding noisy raw videos.
As demonstrated in [26, 15] , the noise in raw domain contains the shot noise modeled by Poisson noise and read noise modeled by Gaussian noise. This process is formu- Figure 2 . The framework of proposed RViDeNet. The input noisy sequence is packed into four sub-sequences according to the Bayer pattern and then go through alignment, non-local attention and temporal fusion modules separately, and finally fuse into a clean frame by spatial fusion. With the followed ISP module, a denoising result in the sRGB domain is also produced.
lated as
where x p is the noisy observation, y p is the true intensity at pixel p. σ r and σ s are parameters for read and shot noise, which vary across images as sensor gain (ISO) changes. The first term represents the Poisson distribution with mean y p and variance σ 2 s y p . The second term represents Gaussian distribution with zero mean and variance σ 2 r . Different from [26] , we calibrate the noise parameters for given cameras by capturing flat-field frames 1 and bias frames 2 . Flat-field frames are the images captured when sensor is uniformly illuminated. Rather than capturing many frames to estimate σ s , which is the strategy used in [14] , capturing flat-field frames is faster. Tuning camera to a specific ISO, we only need take images of a white paper on a uniformly lit wall under different exposure times. Then we compute estimated signal intensity against the corrected variance to determine σ s . Bias frames are the images captured under a totally dark environment. Since there is no shot noise in bias frames, we use them to estimate σ r 3 .
The Proposed Method
Given a set of consecutive frames (three frames in this work), we aim to recover the middle frame by exploring the spatial correlations inside the middle frame and the temporal correlations across neighboring frames. Fig. 2 presents the framework of the proposed RViDeNet.
Since the captured raw frame is characterized by Bayer patterns, i.e. the color filter array pattern, we propose to split each raw frame into four sub-frames to make neighboring pixels be the filtered results of the same color filter (as 1 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flat-field correction 2 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bias frame 3 The technical details can be found in the supplementary material. shown in Fig. 2) . Inspired by the work of video restoration in [35] , we utilize deformable convolutions [13] to align the input frames instead of using the explicit flow information as done in [43] . Then, we fuse the aligned features in temporal domain. Finally, we utilize the spatial fusion module to reconstruct the raw result. After the ISP module, we can obtain the sRGB output. In the following, we give details for these modules.
PreDenoising and Packing
As demonstrated in [8] , the noise will heavily disturb the prediction of dense correspondences, which are the key module of many burst image denoising methods [27, 18] , for videos. However, we find that using well-designed predenoising module can enable us to estimate the dense correspondences.
In this work, we train a single-frame based denoising network, i.e. the U-Net [31] , with synthesized raw noisyclean image pairs to serve as the pre-denoising module. We use 230 clean raw images from SID [7] dataset, and synthesize noise using the method described in Sec. 3.2 to create noisy-clean pairs. Note that, pixels of different color channels in an raw image are mosaiced according to the Bayer pattern, i.e. the most similar pixels for each pixel are not its nearest neighbors, but are its secondary nearest neighbors. Therefore, we propose to pack the noisy frame I n t into four channels, i.e. RGBG channels, to make spatially neighboring pixels have similar intensities. Then, these packed sub-frames go through the U-Net and the inverse packing process to generate the predenoising result, i.e. I d t . For video denoising, our input is 2N +1 consecutive frames, i.e. I n [t−N :t+N ] . We extract the RGBG-sub-frames from each full-resolution frame. Then we concatenate all the sub-frames of each channel to form a sub sequence. In this way, we obtain four noisy sequences and four de-noised sequences, and they are used in the alignment module. In the following, without specific clarifications, we still utilize I n [t−N :t+N ] to represent the reassembled sequences
[t−N :t+N ] , and I n G 2
[t−N :t+N ] for simplicity, since the following operations are the same for the four sequences.
Alignment
The alignment module aims at aligning the features of neighboring frames, i.e. the (t + i)-th frame, to that of the central frame, i.e. the t-th frame, which is realized by the deformable convolution [13] . For a deformable convolution kernel with k locations, we utilize w k and p k to represent the weight and pre-specified offset for the k-th location. The aligned featuresF n t+i at position p 0 can be obtained bŷ
where F n t+i is the features extracted from the noisy image I n t+i . Since the noise will disturb the offsets estimation process, we utilize the denoised version to estimate the offsets. Namely, the learnable offset p k and the modulation scalar m k are predicted from the concatenated features
where f is the mapping function, and F d t is the features extracted from the denoised image I d t . For simplicity, we ignore the calculation process of m k in figures and descriptions.
Similar to [35] , we utilize pyramidal processing and cascading refinement to deal with large movements. In this paper, we utilize three level pyramidal processing. For simplicity, Fig. 3 presents the pyramidal processing with only two levels. The features (F d t+1 , F d t ) and (F n t+1 , F n t ) are downsampled via strided convolution with a step size of 2 for L times to form L-level pyramids of features. Then, the offsets are calculated from the l th level, and the offsets are upsampled to the next (l − 1) th level. The offsets in the l th level are calculated from both the upsampled offsets and the l th features. This process is denoted by
). (4) Correspondingly, the aligned features for the noisy input and denoised input are obtained via
where DConv is the deformable convolution described in Eq. 2 and g is the mapping function realized by several convolution layers. After L levels alignment, (F n t+i ) 1 is further Figure 3 . The pre-denoiseing result guided noisy frame alignment module. For simplicity, we only present the pyramidal processing with two levels. The feature extraction processes share weights.
refined by utilizing the offset calculated between (F d t+i ) 1 and (F d t ) 1 , and produce the final alignment resultF na t+i . After the alignment for the two neighboring frames, we obtain T × C × H × W features, which contain the original central frame features extracted from I n t , and the aligned features from I n t+1 and I n t−1 .
Non-local Attention
The DConv based alignment is actually the aggregation of the non-local similar features. To further enhance the aggregating process, we propose to utilize non-local attention module [20, 16, 36] , which is widely used in semantic segmentation, to strengthen feature representations. Since 3D non local attention consumes huge costs, we utilize the separated attention modules [16] . Specifically, we utilize spatial attention, channel attention, and temporal attention to aggregate the long-range features. Then, the spatial, channel, and temporal enhanced features are fused together via element-wise summation. The original input is also added via residual connection. Note that, to reduce the computing and memory cost, we utilize criss-cross attention [20] to realize the spatial attention. This module is illustrated in Fig.  4 .
Temporal Fusion
Even though we have aligned the neighboring frame features with the central frame, these aligned neighboring frames still contribute differently to the denoising of the central frame due to the occlusions and alignment errors. Therefore, we adopt the element-wise temporal fusion strategy proposed in [35] to adaptively fuse these features. The temporal similarities between the features of neighboring frames are calculated via dot product of features at the same position. Then the similarity is restricted to [0, 1] by the sigmoid function. Hereafter, the features are weighted by element-wise multiplication with the similarities, producing the weighted featuresF n t+i , i.e.
where represents the element-wise multiplication, S represents the calculated similarity map, andF na t is the aligned features of frame t after non-local attention.
An extra convolution layers is utilized to aggregate these concatenated weighted features, which are further weighted by spatial attentions by pyramidal processing [35] . After temporal fusion, the features are squeezed to 1×C ×H ×W again.
Spatial Fusion
After temporal fusion for the four sub-frame sequences, we utilize spatial fusion to fuse the four sequences together to generate a full-resolution output. The features F R fus , F G1 fus , F B fus , and F G2 fus from the temporal fusion modules are concatenated together and then go through the spatial fusion network. The spatial fusion network is constructed by 10 residual blocks, a CBAM [37] module to enhance the feature representations, and a convolution layer to predict the noise with size 4 × H × W . Except the last output convolution layer, all the other convolution layer has 4 × C output channels. Hereafter, the estimated noise in the four channels are reassembled into the full-resolution Bayer image via the inverse packing process. Finally, by adding the estimated noise with the original noisy input I n t , we obtain the raw denoising result O raw t with size 1 × 2H × 2W .
Image Signal Processing (ISP)
We further pre-train the U-Net [31] as an ISP model to transfer O raw t to the sRGB image O RGB t . We select 230 clean raw and sRGB pairs from SID dataset [7] to train the ISP model. By changing the training pairs, we can simulate ISP of different cameras. In addition, ISP module can also be replaced by traditional ISP pipelines, such as DCRaw 4 and Adobe Camera Raw 5 . Generating both the raw and sRGB outputs gives users more flexibility to choose images they prefer.
Loss Functions
Our loss function is composed by reconstruction loss and temporal consistent loss. The reconstruction loss constrains the restored image in both raw and sRGB domain to be similar with the ground truth. For temporal consistent loss, inspired by [8] , we choose four different noisy images for I t and utilize the first three frames to generate the denoising resultÔ raw1 t , and then utilize the last three frames to generate the denoising resultÔ raw2 t . SinceÔ raw1 t andÔ raw2 t correspond to the same clean frame I raw t , we constrain them to be similar with each other and similar with I raw t . Different from [8] , we directly perform the loss functions in pixel domain other than the VGG feature domain. Our loss function is formulated as
where O raw t (O sRGB t ) is the t th denoising frame in the raw (sRGB) domain for the consecutive noisy input [I n t−1 , I n t , I n t+1 ]. λ, β, and γ are the weighting parameters. At the training stage, our network is first trained with synthetic noisy sequences. We disable the temporal consistent loss by setting λ = 0 and β = 0 since minimizing L tmp is time consuming. Then, we fine tune the network with our captured dataset. At this stage, λ, β, and γ are set to 1, 0.5, 0.1 respectively. Note that, the temporal consistent loss is only applied to the denoising result in the raw domain since the temporal loss tends to smooth the image. Meanwhile, the reconstruction loss is applied to both the raw and sRGB denoising results. Although the parameters of the pretrained ISP are fixed before training the denoising network, this strategy is beneficial for improving the reconstruction quality in the sRGB domain.
Experiments
Training Details
The channel number C is set to 16 and the consecutive frame number T is set to 3. The size of the convolution filter size is 3 × 3 and the upsampling process in pyramidal processing is realized by bilinear upsampling. Our predenoising network is trained with learning rate 1e-4, and converges after 700 epochs. Our ISP network is pretrained with learning rate 1e-4, and converges after 770 epochs. The two networks are fixed during training the proposed RViDeNN.
We preprocess our synthetic and captured raw data by black level subtraction and white level normalization. Our network is trained with these processed raw data. During training, the patch size is set to 256 × 256 (i.e. H = W = 128 in the sub-sequences) and the batch size is set to 1. We first train our network using synthetic data with learning rate 1e-4. After 33 epochs, we finetune the network with our captured videos and the learning rate is set to 1e-6 except for the spatial fusion module, which is set to 1e-5. After 100 epochs, the whole network converges. The proposed model is implemented in PyTorch and trained with an NVIDIA 2080 TI GPU.
Ablation Study
In this section, we perform ablation study to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed raw domain processing, packing strategy for raw input, pre-denoising result guided alignment, and non-local attention modules in our network. Table 2 lists the quantitative comparison results in our captured test set by removing these modules one by one. It can be observed that the PSNR values in the sRGB domain is decreased by more than 1 dB compared with directly processing the noisy raw videos. By incorporating the packing strategy in raw denoising, i.e. processing the RGBG sub-sequences separately and merging them in the final stage, the denoising performance is nearly the same as that of the unpacking version. However, the parameters are greatly reduced since we only extract 16 channel features for each sub-sequence and the unpacking version extract 64 channel features. By further introducing the pre-denoising guided alignment module and non-local attention module, the PSNR values in the sRGB domain is improved by 0.26 dB.
Comparison with State-of-the-art Methods
To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed denoising strategy, we compare with state-of-the-art video denoising methods, i.e. VBM4D [24] , TOFLow [43] , ViDeNN [11] , and SMD [8] , video restoration method EDVR [35] , and raw image denoising method DIDN [44] , which is the second winner of the NTIRE 2019 Challenge [2] on real image denoising. We tune the noise level of VBM4D to generate the best denoising results. Since TOFLow and EDVR are designed for sRGB videos, we retrain the two networks using our sRGB noisy-clean video pairs. Since ViDeNN is a blind denoising method and there is no training code available, we directly utilize its released model. We give two results for SMD. The first result is generated with their pre-trained model and our raw image is preprocessed with their settings. In order to compare with our method in the full-resolution result, we did not utilize the binning process in SMD, and utilize the widely used demosaicing process [5] to preprocess our dataset for SMD. The second result is generated by retraining SMD (denoted as SMD*) with our dataset 6 . During retraining, we remove VBM4D preprocessing for a fair comparison. In the supplementary material, we also give the retrained SMD results with VBM4D as pre-processing. DIDN is retrained with our noisy-clean image pairs, and its sRGB results are generated with our pre-trained ISP module. We evaluate these methods on 25 indoor testing videos with GT and 50 outdoor testing videos without GT. Table 1 lists the average denoising results for 25 indoor videos. Only DIDN and our method can produce both the raw and sRGB results. It can be observed that our method greatly outperforms the denoising methods conducted on sRGB domains. ViDeNN was not retrained with our dataset, and their pretrained model cannot handle the realistic noise captured under very high ISO values. Since the original SMD is trained with a different dataset, its results have large colour cast, which leads to lower PSNR values. Compared with EDVR, which also utilizes alignment and fusion strategy, our method achieves nearly 1 dB gain. Compared with DIDN, our method achieves 0.72 dB gain in the raw domain and 1.12 dB gain in the sRGB domain. We also give our results generated by training with only synthetic dataset, denoted as Ours − . Ours − still outperforms DIDN and EDVR. It demonstrates that our noise synthesis method is effective and the pretrained module is well generalized from high FPS outdoor scenes to low FPS indoor scenes. Fig. 5 presents the visual comparison results for one indoor scene captured under ISO 25600. It can be observed that our method removes the noise clearly and recovers the most fine-grained details. VBM4D, TOFlow and ViDeNN cannot remove the noise clearly. The results of SMD*, DIDN and EDVR are a bit smooth. Fig. 6 presents the outdoor denoising results. Due to page limits, we only present the comparison with SMD*, EDVR, and DIDN. It can be observed that the results of EDVR and DIDN are over-smooth. The recovered content is not consistent between neighboring frames for DIDN since it is a single image based denoising method. In contrast, our method removes the noise clearly and recovers temporal consistent textures.
Since there is no ground truth for the outdoor videos, we also conduct user study to evaluate the denoising performance for our outdoor dataset. The user study results and the demo for the video denoising results are provided in the supplementary material. Figure 6 . Visual quality comparison for two consecutive frames from one outdoor scene. Zoom in for better observation.
Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a RViDeNet by training on real noisy-clean video frames. By decomposing the raw sequences into RGBG sub-sequences and then going through the alignment, non-local attention, temporal fusion, and spatial fusion modules, our method fully takes advantage of the spatial, channel, and temporal correlations in the raw sequences. With both raw and sRGB outputs, our method gives users more flexibility in generating their favourite results. Experimental results demonstrate the superiority of the proposed method in removing realistic noise and producing temporally-consistent videos. We build the first noisy-clean dynamic video dataset, which will facilitate research on this topic.
